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Proof method of origin in space physics by abduction, at the past before the earth and life are formed.(

Earth ·Jupiter Large Red Spot ·Asteroid belt ·Moon ·Deep ocean floor ·Plate tectonics ·Life ) 

It is difficult to prove the Origin of the earth and Life with Induction and Deduction, and demonstration

can not be realized even with unknown initial conditions.In cosmology and geophysics, there is a need to

approach the origin before the birth of mankind, and the time machine is not realized now, so the method

was sought. 

 

However, Aabduction (Creative inference) can prove its origin.In the origins of the solar system, the origins

of the earth and the origin of life, there is a present situation as a result of a one time origin and

evolution.When the hypothesis is correct, you can explain all the results in a unified way.However, in the

case of the wrong hypothesis, only a part of the results can be explained, and a new contradiction arises

that a new mystery will be born. 

In other words, even a single source and evolution can be verified with multiple items with the same initial

conditions and progress of evolution, so it is perfect verification that you can explain multiple items in a

unified way.Conversely, the good or bad of the hypothesis can be verified immediately. 

Naturally, the hypothesis needs to be physically meaningful and evolution occurs according to scientific

laws. 

 

When verifying "multi impact hypothesis" by abduction it was able to verify uniformly with the following

items. 

"The origin of the deep oceanic crustal deep ocean occupying 70% of the earth's surface area, the origins

of the moon, the density difference of the front and the back of the moon the origin of the mystery of the

eccentricity, the core eccentricity of the earth Origin, origin of plate tectonics and boundary cracks, origin

of plate movement, origin of movement direction change, origin of tilt axis tilt from Earth's revolution

surface, origin of asteroid belt, origin of differentiated asteroid, origin of Jupiter great red spot, Origin of

differentiated meteorite, Origin where core-mantle ratio of Mercury is double of Earth-type planet,

reasons why Antarctica does not move, origin of Kimberlite pipe, origin of arcuate archipelago and back

arc basin, origin of plate mutual submergence , The species extinction is the origin of repeated species " 

It is the best way to unifyly explore all origins.
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